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NEWSLETTER
MARCH 2018
New Committee
members
Congratulations to Nicole
Rickett, Tom Harrison and Roger
Pritchard who were voted onto
the Committee at the AGM.

Cheers for Rob Corney as he
smashes club half-marathon record
at Wokingham
ROB CORNEY broke the 23-year-old Reading Roadrunners club halfmarathon record with a sensational second-place finish at Wokingham
on Sunday 18th February.
Corney trimmed four seconds off Howard Grubb’s record with his time
of 69 minutes and 20 seconds.
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Chairman Chat
Carl Woffington
We held our final committee meeting with the old committee on Monday 5th March.
The AGM followed the next day, Tuesday 6th March. I thank the old committee for their
support during last year and the work they put in on behalf of the club. In particular I
would mention those that stood down, namely Sandy Sheppard, Catherine Leather,
Simon Davis and Andy Dingle. The new committee for next year was voted in at the
AGM. I welcome newcomers Nicole Rickett, Tom Harrison and Roger Pritchard. I look
forward to working with you all.
We have just been through a spell of late Winter, just when we thought Spring had arrived. It caused two track
training sessions to be cancelled. Another sign of Spring is that the Winter cross country season has ended. The
last Hampshire League race was run at Aldershot on Saturday 10th February. See the Captains reports to see how
well we did. The final XC race of the season for us was the National at Parliament Hill on Saturday 24th February. We
sent a large team this year, so well done Captains.
Our Bramley 20/10 race took place on Sunday 11th February. It was very successful again with some very nice
comments from the runners. Thanks to the volunteers on the day, it’s always a struggle to get enough for this race.
It is a huge effort from Race Director, Adele and her organising team. By the time you read this they will already be
planning the 2019 race, it’s an all year job.
Our Dinner Dance took place at Sonning Golf Club on Saturday 3rd March. This is an excellent venue, the staff look
after us well and the food is always superb. The band was Pink Fish. They are slightly revamped from past years with
a new singer, new songs and improved sound equipment. We haven’t had them for a few years and they were
excellent. There were over a hundred of us in attendance. We had the presentation of RR Championship Awards,
thanks to Bob. Also some thank you gifts. Alan McDonald was made a Life Member of Reading Roadrunners for
outstanding service to the club over many years. Presentations were made by Chris Sumner, our guest for the
evening. There was the presentation of a large cheque to Cycle Smart, our charity for last year. The presentation of
this was made by Geoff Chaffer. After that we filled the dance floor until midnight. Thanks to Anne Goodall and
Hannah McPhee for organising this.
We had another Track Friday on 23rd February. There was a timed mile, followed by a timed 5000m on the track.
This was followed by a relay. It was a bitterly cold night and all went well. Thanks to Tony and Fergal for organising.
Thanks also to all the helpers that turned out on the night.
The Wokingham ½ took place on 18th February. We supplied a marshal team again thanks to Roger Pritchard.
There is a rumour that this may have been the last race as the organising committee are standing down. Hopefully
this can be resolved and the race saved. It’s been an excellent local race for many years. I don’t normally mention
running performances – don’t wish to nick material from the team captains reports. However, there was an
outstanding run from Rob Corney. He was 2nd in the race to Scott Overall and broke the club record that has stood
for so long. There is more in an article on our website.
Unfortunately the Reading half marathon was cancelled due to bad weather. Here’s hoping the weather doesn’t
interfere with the other popular local race, the Maidenhead 10 on Good Friday 30th March.
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Editor’s notes
Peter Reilly
So I survived my first month as Newsletter Editor. Thanks for the positive feedback. Thanks especially to David
Dibben who said he would have paid a couple of quid for the newsletter and has been very good at offering and
suggestions on and delivering content.
The club has had a very busy February and March. The Wokingham and Reading Half Marathons, the National Cross
Country Championships at Parliament Hill, the Inter-counties cross-country championships at Loughborough and
Track Friday are all covered inside along with the regular reports from our Team Captains Sam Whalley and Phil
Reay. We also say goodbye to Cycle Smart and hello to No5 Counselling as our nominated charity.
Photo credits to Chris Drew, Sev Konieczny, Ashley Middlewick and probably many others. Thanks also to Chris
Cutting for the “not buff” Montage.

Welcome to new members
We welcomed 24 new members to the club during January and February: Marnie Absolom, Stephanie Bray, Gary
Clarke, Thanga Satheeskumar, Tom Green, Laura Peaty, Philip Davies, Jessica Judges, Peter Sajjed, Simon
Christmas, James Lockhart, Paul Morrissey, Callum Ross, Alan Williamson, Tim Grant, Ellie Gosling, Ruby Lee,
Charlotte Reid, Brandon Burton, Jeanette Allcock, Peter Godfrey, Michael Grinsted, Zoe Browne, Ben Hart and
Charley Caswell.
It’s not just a Wednesday night! Our members take part in a number of activities some or all of which may appeal
and you are encouraged to get involved too. Talk to the coaches, our social secretary, charity coordinator and of
course other club members about what’s happening. Our Facebook page is vibrant and worth following in addition
to our website.
Running - track sessions, outruns and races
Social - Fun social events are organised throughout the year with proceeds supporting our nominated charity.
Volunteering - Our own races rely on volunteers (it’s fun and one of the easiest ways of meeting other members)

Vets Track and Field League
Nigel Hoult posted this on Facebook but its worth sharing here too especially as some of our vets don’t do
Facebook.
“I know it's still a while to go before the first match (on Monday 30th April, for once NOT the same day as the
Shinfield 10k!), but I thought it was worth reminding everyone about it. We tend to be short of people in the 60’s
age groups particularly (men and women), so a few new participants would be welcome (in the other age groups
too, of course); please contact me if you have any questions.
This is your chance to have a go at the sort of events we never normally do (and you maybe haven't done since
school). Don't be worried that you might not be very good - most clubs can't field a full team, especially for the
older age categories, so if you're willing to have a go you can end up scoring lots of points for the club, and having
fun at the same time.
There will be some opportunities to practice the throwing events (and maybe some of the jumps) on a couple of
evenings before the Wednesday track session, with a bit of informal coaching from Glynne, dates to be arranged
after Easter. There are also some useful guides to technique on https://www.brianmac.co.uk/index.htm (though they
can take a bit of finding).
Last year's programme is still available on http://readingroadrunners.org/team-events/vets-league/ ; as far as the
first match at least is concerned, I believe the events and timings will be the same. Note that you can duck out of a
throwing or jumping event to take part in a race that happens at the same time.”
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New Club Charity - No 5 Counselling - A message from Kerry Eastwood
I am delighted that the 2018 Charity Coordinator baton has been passed to me, I would like to thank and
congratulate Ellen Togher on her success last year on behalf of Cycle Smart and our running club members for
being a very supportive Community.
At the 2018 AGM I took the plunge in nominating a Charity which has helped me personally, as 4 years ago was I
involved in a life changing Road Traffic Collision – One pedestrian versus a two tonne Range Rover.
JustGiving page : https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/rrr-charity2018
Website for No5 : http://no5.org.uk/
No5 have been supporting children and young people in Reading and the surrounding areas
since 1971. They are a community- based organisation with all counselling sessions provided
free and by fully trained volunteer counsellors. There are currently 28 counsellors offering over
80 sessions, five days a week. Volunteers come from all walks of life and backgrounds but all
share a commitment to supporting children and young people.
What do No 5 do ?
No 5 provide early intervention services to prevent the development of more serious problems caused by mental or
physical ill health or other challenging circumstances, by providing support and advice (in particular, but not
exclusively, by providing professional counselling services), to children and young people and their families
regardless of difference, background or identity, who live, work or study in Reading and the surrounding area.
No5 offers confidential listening to support children and young people and those around them, through our free
counselling service for those aged 10-25 in the Reading area. Currently, 4000 counselling sessions are delivered per
year to 400 young persons.
They also offer an unknown paid adult counselling service by donation, many referrals are through GP’s, Talking
Therapies or even self-referral. This for me proved vital through a difficult 18 month period.
No 5 also run an outreach program which includes counselling sessions in local schools, and a Young Ambassador
scheme through which they support and train young people to deliver talks, workshops and events directly to their
peers.
So on behalf of the Charity and myself, I would like to thank you all for supporting the nomination and look forward
to a fun year with the generosity of our club members in 2018.

Lentil and Black Bean Soup
I came across this recipe in Runners World a couple of years ago and return to it regularly as it is both tasty and
good for you. It’s also vegan friendly. If you have a recipe that you’d like to share please send it to
newsletter@readingroadrunners.org. If you want to avoid my fabulous macaroni cheese recipe next month get
emailing!
1 Chop half a large onion and saute in a pot on medium heat until soft.
2 Add a crushed garlic clove, half a teaspoon each of chilli powder and cumin, and quarter of a teaspoon of paprika.
Saute for one minute.
3 Add 500ml of vegetable stock and one tablespoon of tomato puree; bring to the boil. Add 100g of red lentils and
cook for 25 minutes (dried lentils or a tin of lentils are equally good).
4 Partially mash 100g of rinsed black beans; add to the soup with salt, pepper and the juice of one lime.
5 Cook for five minutes. Garnish with coriander.
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Ladies’ Captain’s Report
Sam Whalley
The weather might not know what it is doing at the moment, for we runners, it is time to hang up
the cross country spikes and get back out onto the roads.
Our final XC fixture as a club was the National XC championships, at the legendary Parliament
Hill; there is a separate report for this event in the
newsletter and on our website. However, two of our
ladies – Sarah Dooley and Helen Pool – were chosen
to represent Berkshire in the Inter-Counties XC
championships in Loughborough, this past weekend.
And what a mudfest it was. Imagine Tadley mud, but
for the entire duration of the 8k race, and also covering
the spectators’ area. Both ladies did our club proud, finishing as 6th and
8th Berkshire athletes. Well done to you both, and I hope that you
managed to find your shoes under all that mud! (Photo courtesy of Sarah
Dooley.)
The first race in our club championship was, as usual, the Wokingham
Half Marathon. If you’re still not sure how the club championship works,
you just have to run one race at each of the distances (5 mile, 10k, 10 mile
and half marathon), and try to beat the other people in your age
category. Go to readingroadrunners.org/club-championships/ to find out
which races are coming up (and to see who your competition will be this
year!). It was Sarah McDade, Erica Key, Carrie Hoskins, Lesley Whiley
and Heather Bowley who picked up 50 points apiece in their age
categories – well done, ladies!
This race was also the first of the year in the Berkshire Road Running championships, and those placing in the top
three of each category will collect a medal at the county AGM later in the year. Winning a gold medal was Ellie
Gosling (running under BFR), while silvers were won by Gemma Buley, Erica Key and Lesley Whiley, and Mary
Janssen picked up a bronze. An excellent start to the road running season. If you haven’t yet entered this
championship, it’s not to late to be included for the future races. You can find out more here:
www.berkshireathletics.org.uk/content/who-what-when-where
Back to the race itself, and it seems to have been a favourable
day for PBs. Carrie Hoskins dipped under 1:25 for the first
time, with 1:24.17, and, perhaps unsurprisingly, came first in
the FV50 age category. Katherine Sargeant was third FV40,
with a new PB of 1:28.55, and the team of Carrie, Katherine,
Erica Key and Sarah McDade was the second ladies’ team to
finish.
There were also PBs by Gemma Buley, Sophie Hoskins,
Paloma Crayford, Holly Towers, Chloe Lloyd (come on,
Chloe, one more push and you will get that sub-2!), Maria
Norville, Katie Gash, Vroni Royle, Helen Dixon and Sarah
Walters.
Sarah Alsford and Sarah Bate ran their first half marathons,
and came in at 1:46.35 and 1:57.27, respectively. Susan Knight and Sarah Richmond-Devoy, in the thick of
training for their first marathons, also got respective PBs of 1:46.34 and 2:05.45, showing what great shape they are
in ahead of their big events. (Photos thanks to Chris Drew and Sev Konieczny)
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Believe it or not, some of you have managed to find other half marathons
to run already this year, with Charlie Macklin, Liz Atkinson and Sev
Konieczny choosing Barcelona, Andrea Marnoch running Thorpe Park,
Marie-Louise Kertzman the River Thames Spring Half, and Sally
Carpenter the Surrey Half. Gill Manton managed to achieve PBs on
consecutive Sundays, at the Brighton Half Marathon, and then at the
inaugural Big Half – well done! We don’t tend to keep track of junior races,
but Charley Caswell wore her green vest for the first time, at the Surrey
Half junior races.

Caroline Jackson has started the year as she means to go on, running
marathons in Castellon and Barcelona. Clearly Spain is the place to run a
marathon at this time of year, as Caroline Hargreaves also notched up
another marathon by running in Castellon, and Cathrin Westerweile ran her first marathon, in Seville. I hear Cathrin
has already signed up for more; it must be the company she is keeping. If you are interested in running marathons
overseas, it is worth posting in our Facebook group, where there is lots of advice on the topic, and always club
members planning a trip somewhere, that you might be able to join. There are often multiple distances available;
Sandy Sheppard went on the Castellon trip, but ran the 10k option, much more sensible!
The most recent Track mile/5k event saw a
large number of Roadrunners and members
of other clubs. Fantastic times were run in
the mile by Beth Rudd (6.43), Sally
Carpenter (7.02 – so close!), and Sarah
Hicks (7.31), but Beth was the only lady
brave enough to follow this with the timed
5k, coming in at 22.57. Jane Copland
Pavlovich also ran an amazing 19.14, while
Paloma Crayford PBd with 23.50. If you
haven’t yet attended one of these events,
hosted by Tony and Fergal, make sure you
put Friday 18th May on your calendar. It’s a
great opportunity to test yourself on a flat
course, and it’s much easier to pace yourself, using the 200m and 400m marks, and the official race clock! (Photos
by Sev Konieczny.)
Until then, good luck with any races you may be doing.
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Mens Captains’ Report
Phil Reay
Reading Roadrunners. I’ve often wondered why we’re called ‘Roadrunners’
as our members participate in such a diverse range of races from Crosscountry to ultras to road races to….er…races that aren’t even races but we’ll
still do it anyway. The latter was the case today, Sunday 18 March. Like
many I woke up to the disappointment that Reading Half Marathon had
been cancelled due to adverse weather conditions. It was hardly a
surprise given the plummeting temperatures and snow fall the evening
before – a disaster, no, a disappointment, yes, especially for everyone who
had trained hard and made this their goal event, and those running for
their chosen charity.

The cancellation still didn’t stop some hardy folks running the route, the first of which was speedy Stephen Ridley
who powered round in under 90mins – I’ve not heard of anyone who went faster so I’m declaring him the winner.
Stephen is in fine form having run a stunning 16:20 PB at the recent track 5K event.
Back at Reading Half, next up a group including Sahan Jinadasa, Sam Hammond, Brooke Johnson, David Clay,
Paul Carter, Grant Hopkins, Wayne Farrugia, Liang Guo and Matthew Brown completed the route with stadium
finish to earn medals and t-shirts for the race that never was. Team spirit was there in abundance as I later joined
members of the team in the town centre for a celebratory drink.
It was however, a different story exactly a month earlier at
Wokingham Half Marathon, which in near perfect running
conditions saw 12 men record new personal bests and
the Men’s Team taking 2nd place in the team competition
for the successive years. Rob Corney was the star of the
show taking 2nd place and with it a 23 year old club
record finishing in 1:09:20. There is a separate race
report from David Dibben, however I’d like to pass my
congratulation on to the PB 12 of Rob Corney, Gareth
Goodall, Grant Hopkins, Mark Dibben, Dan Brock,
Chris Buley, Justin Simons, Tony Long, Tony Streams,
Stewart Wing, Gary Clarke and James Talbot. Both
Grant and Mark also ran stunning new 5k PBs at the
February track 5K event. With so many men running well
so early in the season, competition for positions in the
upcoming competitions is strong. Wokingham Half Marathon was also the first race of the 2018 Club
Championship season with Rob Corney, Andrew Smith, Gavin Rennie, Alan Freer, David Dibben, Jim Kiddie
and Tom Harrison taking the 50 maximum points available. For more information on the club championships
please visit our website: http://readingroadrunners.org/club-championships/
As if that wasn’t enough, Wokingham Half Marathon was also the first race in the Berkshire Road Running
Championships. Gold went to that man Rob Corney in the under 40 category with Alex Harris taking Gold in the
50-59 category. Alan Freer and David Dibben took Gold and Silver respectively in the Male Vet 60+ category. With
3 races to go including the Maidenhead Easter 10, it’s not to late enter the championships. You can do so and find
out more here: www.berkshireathletics.org.uk/content/who-what-when-where
I was surprised to learn of so many other half marathons taking place this month with the Green Vests well
represented. Andy Atkinson ran in Barcelona, Paul Monaghan and Peter Cook took to the streets of Worthing,
David Caswell and Justin Watkins ran Surrey Half, Chris Manton ran the inaugural Big Half from Tower Bridge to
Greenwich and Tom Peirson-Smith was a very credible 16th place in the River Thames Spring Half
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Running globetrotters Paul Monaghan, Pete Morris and Martin Bush seemingly spent the month in Spain enjoying
the sun, making friends and generally flying the flag for the Green Vests abroad. They also ran the Castellon and
Barcelona marathons. Brian Kirsopp joining in the former, and Keith Russell the latter.
Alan Freers’ love of trails was once again in evidence as he picked up from where he left off last year by taking
victory in the 20.6mile hilly off road Punchbowl Trail Challenge
Away from the road we’ve one member of the team who decided that a half marathon or even a marathon wasn’t
long enough for him. Massive congratulations and respect to Stuart Kinton who completed the 44 mile Brecon to
Cardiff Utra AND the 50 mile Chester Ultra.
Congratulations also to Chris Cutting who ran a marathon in Cambridge and had a score to settle having pulled out
injured a year ago. The first half is road and the second half is reminiscent of Tadley XC. Chris put his demons to bed
finishing in sub 4 hours.
Look out in this newsletter for detailed reports on the Parliament Hill XC where we finished a very credible 36th in the
National XC Championships. We also have a report from the team who swapped the Green Vest of Reading
Roadrunners for the Green Vest of Berkshire at the inter-counties XC in Loughborough.
Whatever your goal is this Spring, whether it’s your first marathon, a shorter distance or a PB attempt, then I wish you
well and am interested to learn how you got on. teamcaptains@readingroadrunners.org
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Charity Corner
Farewell and thank you - Ellen Togher

So, a very successful year of fundraising for Cycle Smart comes to a close. With an amazing total of £24,646.47
raised. Raised in the following way:
Car boot sales:

£10,702

Races, donations and collections

£ 8,735

Refreshments

£ 1,566

Raffles, tombola and auctions

£ 1,174

Calendar sales

£

The quiz nights and Chris and Katie’s 10K

£. 627

Clock hire

£. 625

The various games

£

391

Charity pots on the front desk and the bar

£

182

632

Many thanks to
The committee for their hard work and dedication to the club.
To Jane, Claire and Peter Higgs who helped on the coaches with the London Marathon Sweepstake. To Fiona and
Hannah for their massive help and support throughout the year. To Sam Whalley for the Bingo run.
To those that helped at Shinfield 10k, particularly to Sev, Fergal and Tom for arranging to welcome Cycle Smart
representatives at their first race and help with set up. They definitely felt looked after on the day and were only too
delighted to offer their support, help at the prize giving and generally be involved throughout the day.
To Geoff, Richard, David, Diane and Tim….for showing me (and the Cycle Smart volunteers) the ropes at the car
boot sales and being very welcoming. It was good fun helping out at those. Thanks to Fiona, Trisha, Hannah,
Kingsley and Linda Wright for getting up early to come along and help too.
To Trisha, Maureen Sweeney, Dean and David Stares for their donations throughout the year. To Roger for his
kind regular donation of his London marathon expenses.
To Kerry Eastwood for making the scrumptious cake for the “Guess the weight of the cake” game for the Dinton
relays in July. Thanks to Peter Higgs for all his support and delicious cakes along the way. Thanks to all those that
help with the race refreshments.
To those that arrange the clock hire for the club which helps raise more funds. To Bob, Sandy, Adele and Sam and
all of the race directors and helpers of the races, this is a huge part of the funds raised.
To Tina for arranging the 50p sale of Carl’s London marathon merchandise. To all who give to the charity pots on
the front desk and in the bar and not forgetting Glynn and Anne who put them out every week.
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To Alice Kerr and Jane Silvey for stepping in to do the raffle at the Christmas Party. Also to Alice for arranging the
guess the weight of baby Kerr game! To Fergal, Tony and others in arranging the track nights. To Chris and Katie
for the donation from their round Reading ale trail 10k.
To those that helped produce the ladies calendar, including Keith Russell, Kerry Eastwood, John Bailey and Ricky
Cowley and to the ladies of course.
Thanks to all the volunteers at Cycle Smart, particularly Ruth and Jason who were a big help at the car boots sales
and to my Mum for her help throughout the year.
To Paul for keeping the website up to date and to Liz Ganpatsingh in doing the banking side of things.
To those who kindly donated items to sell at the car boot sale and gave raffle prizes and of course to all those that
bought raffle tickets.
Thanks to Susie Rees for her help early on in the year and thanks to my good friends Maz and Lucy for their help at
the quiz night and 30th anniversary party, respectively.
Thinking of my late friend Freda who thoughtfully left £200 to Cycle Smart.
I hope I haven’t missed anyone but apologies if I have. It really is a joint effort with all involved at the club in the
raising the money. I will be issuing an update later on to let you know how the funds were spent.
I have now volunteered to be Charity Co-ordinator for local events for Guide Dogs for the Blind!
Wishing you all a happy new Reading Roadrunners year!!
Kind regards
Ellen
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Corney Smashes Club Half-Marathon Record
David Dibben
ROB CORNEY broke the 23-year-old Reading Roadrunners club halfmarathon record with a sensational second-place finish at Wokingham on
Sunday 18th February.
Corney trimmed four seconds off Howard Grubb’s record with his time of
69 minutes and 20 seconds.
He was only beaten by the Great Britain Olympic marathon star Scott
Overall (65:11).
Afterwards a delighted Rob (right) said: “I had Overall in my sights… for
about 500 metres!”
Rob was always in the front group of the best of the rest and chased down
the former Reading AC runner Johnny Roberts in the last three miles.
“I noticed Johnny was tiring,” he said. “So I started to reel him in. I got into
second with about one mile to go and then just had to grit my teeth and
maintain the pace to the line.
“I didn’t go into this race with a target but sub-70 was a target for the
spring so I’m pleased to get it.”
His Roadrunners team-mate Matt Richards was our second man over the line in eighth place in a time of 71.01.
Rob was one of three Roadrunners to win a Berkshire county athletics championships gold medal at the event, along
with Alex Harris and Alan Freer.
And there were silver medals for four of our ladies – Gemma Buley, Erica Key, Mary
Janssen and Lesley Whiley – as well as your author.
Those awards were the icing on the cake for the club after another hugely enjoyable
and successful Wokingham event which, sadly, I understand may be the last.
Rumour has it that several of the committee are considering standing down after
many years of service and replacements are hard to find.
That’s a shame because Wokingham has a reputation for being the local ‘half’ with the
noisiest, most supportive marshals and fans.
If Overall is the final winner of the event, it is a pity his tweet “Solo run at Wokingham today” sounded a bit sniffy and
dismissive.
It is six years since the 35-year-old Londoner ran 61 minutes in New York and, if he doesn’t like running solo, he
should drop back through the field where he can find some excellent company among those of us grinding it out in
the middle of the pack.
He would be privileged to run alongside people like my old training partner Melanie Shaw who, after a year out
injured and over two years since her last ‘half’, was well pleased to finish in 1:42.
Or he could have run with fire fighter Vince Williams, who came straight to the race after being on duty all night (last
call 5.30am) and still managed to turn in a 1:40.
And he could have teamed up with one of Chris and Gemma Buley, a really nice couple who are fast becoming the
top husband-and-wife team in Reading Roadrunners.
The Buleys are slaughtering their pb’s every weekend these days, starting with ‘his & hers’ pb’s on consecutive
weekends at Woodley and then Reading parkruns.
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At Bramley, Gemma knocked 10 minutes off her best while Chris professed himself disappointed with a time of 2:31
for his first 20-miler.
At Wokingham, both ran 10-mile pb’s on their way to new marks at the 13.1 distance, Chris improving by six minutes
and Gemma by four.
Gemma, of course, has a top running pedigree, being the great-niece of the former world cross-country champion
Stan Eldon, but Chris only took up running late in life when he got fed up waiting around for his other half to finish
ultra-marathons.
The secret of success for the two teachers seems to have been their decision to train together outside of any
Wednesday evening groups at Palmer Park.
“The biggest difference for us has been putting in the hard work together,” said Gemma. “Training at track with just
the two of us has meant that we can plan sessions that work for us.
“The next big target for me is to hopefully take a chunk of time off my marathon in London and for Chris to get
round his first marathon in Brighton.”
Competition to the Buleys for the honour of top family at Wokingham came from the usual suspects, Caroline and
Sophie Hoskins.
While the new England call-up Caroline was the Roadrunners’ first lady home in a new pb time of 1:24.17, daughter
Sophie tasted success for the third successive weekend, with a half-marathon pb to follow pbs at 10k at Chichester
and 20 miles at Bramley.
Going even one better than that was the PB Queen, Helen Dixon, who made it three in the space of eight days, with
Wokingham following new marks at the Bramley 10 and Woodley parkrun.
The pb roll of honour from Wokingham, led of course by Corney, the Buleys and the Hoskinses, included a 12minute improvement by Grant Hopkins down to 1:24, ten minutes off by Beth Rudd, six by Sarah Walters and five
by Stewart Wing.
Our senior men’s club champion, Justin Simons, pulled off a great double, following up his 1:29.06 pb at
Wokingham with a course record in a swimming-and-5k run duathlon at the Oratory School straight afterwards.
Other Roadrunners to make it a pb double at both Bramley and Wokingham were Katherine Sargeant and Tony
Streams, as well as Paloma Crayford and Maria Norville.
Also setting new marks were Dan Brock, Sarah Richmond-De’voy, Erica Key, Ian
McGuinness, Susan Knight, Tony Long, Gareth Goodall, Holly Towers, Katie
Gash, Gary Clarke, Veronika Royle and yet another of Katie Gumbrell’s quickly
improving group, Diane Hodder.
It surely can’t be a coincidence that a good percentage of these people were among
the very few braving the deluge on the track last Wednesday night. And one of the
last runners to finish their training despite the Noah’s Ark conditions… Caroline
Hoskins. End result of her efforts… an age grading of 87.98 per cent. There are no
short cuts on the way to the top.
While the award for runner of the day on Sunday undoubtedly went to Rob Corney, the award for coach of the day
went to…. Rob Corney!
Rob has been coaching my son, Mark, who achieved the astonishing improvement of FOURTEEN minutes from
1:39 down to 1:25.35.
Mark is a veteran of the Sweatshop Running Community set-up and has made huge strides since he started training
regularly with the club wonder-boy.
“It was great to see Mark lay down such a good time,” said Rob. “Partly because he proved me right… I told him he
could go 1:26 and he laughed at me. Now he’s clearly thrilled with the time and it’s good to see him enjoying his
running so much.”
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Reading Half Marathon - ‘Sno joke
David Dibben
ROADRUNNERS' ladies captain Sam Whalley was abused and threatened as she ran through Whitley on Sunday
morning after the cancellation of the Reading Half Marathon.
Sam and her friend Nicky Chadwick were on the climb of Whitley Wood Lane when a car deliberately swerved
towards them.
Sam said: "We thought they had skidded but then they shouted 'F... off you slags', laughed hysterically and then
drove manically almost 180 degrees on to the pavement.
"Then, luckily, they seemed to notice my husband Ben and Jamie Cole were waiting for us nearby and drove back
the way they came, in a crazy fashion.
"The whole thing was quite frightening."
Mrs Whalley took the car's registration number and reported the matter to the police.
Her scare was the worst part of a bad day for our members which went downhill from the moment the big race was
called off less than four hours before the scheduled start.
Most people thought the decision could have been made the previous evening following the scrapping of the kids'
3k event, the Green Park Challenge.
But in true Roadrunners' spirit our members proved that the perfect antidote to the problem of having no Reading
Half Marathon to run was....... to run the Reading Half Marathon anyway!

I was one of several who decided to see for myself whether or not the course was fit for racing.
Joining near the seven-mile marker and running 'backwards' against the normal flow, I soon got a cheer from Sylvia,
the widow of the late Pete Darnell, ready to spectate and encourage from what I understand is her customary spot
near the Abbey Gateway.
Then I encountered a string of our quicker runners, starting with Chris and Gemma Buley, fitting the course into
their 20-miler as part of their training for next month's Brighton Marathon.
Gemma's verdict: "I would have been happy to have run the race but I could see why they cancelled it.
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"It may not have been straightforward if you're not used to running in those conditions as some of the sections were
quite slushy."
Her views were echoed by the triathlete Steve Ridley,
who had already posted the Strava map of 14.6 miles
including the Half Marathon course before most of us
had started our runs.
"I wasn't going to let a little bit of snow beat me," he
said, "but I think they were right to cancel. Parts of the
course were really treacherous."
Another Roadrunner training for a spring marathon,
Brian Grieves, was also encountered pounding out
the miles. I had been hoping that, as one of the official
pacemakers, he would be helping me to beat the 1hr
40 marker, but it wouldn't have happened in those
conditions.
Following Brian down Kendrick Hill was the Whalley
group, enjoying their run before things were to turn
sour for them later.
Running through the University, I was surprised to see
that the clearest roads of all were on the campus.

the start was a sea of frozen ankle-deep slush.

The efforts there compared very favourably to the
situation round the Madejski Stadium. It was extremely
icy just outside the ground itself and the whole of the
tented village area where runners congregate before

The finish area in the football ground was a depressing sight, being deserted apart from one groundsman
preparing the pitch for next season's campaign in League One.
Several more Roadrunners would be along later to liven the place up and post their selfies on Facebook.
With a biting wind in my face all the way back to Caversham, I was disappointed to discover I had run only 16 miles
rather than the 20 my marathon training programme stipulated.
It was a day for the toughest and the best, as evidenced by a brief chat with Caroline Hoskins at the stadium later.
"Did you manage to get a run this morning?" I asked. "19.6" was the reply.
Cancellation? What cancellation?
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RR Sunday Cross Country League Table 2017/18
Carl Woffington
Congratulations to all who participated in the Cross Country 2017/18 season and particular congratulations to the
following prize winners.

1

2

3

F SEN

Pip White

Alix Eyles

Jo Sollesse

FV40

Sam Whalley

Juliet Fenwick

O

FV50

O

O

O

FV60

Liz Atkinson

O

O

FV70

O

-

-

M SEN

Mark Apsey

Jamie Smith

Ian Giggs

MV40

Fergal Donnelly

Chris Cutting

O

MV50

Bill Watson

Julian Hough

David Fiddes

MV60

Andy Atkinson

Pete Morris

O

MV70

Jim Kiddie

-

-

Awards to those who ran all TVXC races:
Alix Eyles
Sam Whalley
Jo Sollesse
Julian Hough
Awards to those who ran all Hampshire league races:
Lance Nortcliff
Andrew Smith
Pete Jewell
Sam Whalley
Claire Seymour
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Inter Counties Cross Country
Mark Worringham
On Saturday 10th March, five Roadrunners swapped the green of RRR for the ... er ... green of Berkshire to take part
in the Inter Counties Cross Country Championship. On the women’s side, Helen Pool and Sarah Dooley, and for
the men, Rob Corney, Mark Apsey and myself. Unfortunately, the day got off to an inauspicious start when Rob
spent the previous night copiously vomiting, so five became four quicker than you can say “try to make it to the
bathroom!”.
Undeterred, the rest of us descended on Prestwold Hall near Loughborough. Loughborough is one of the great
places of British athletics (as well as being the university where my parents met, and thus the reason for my
existence), and anticipation was heavy in the air. As the only one who’d been at this race last year, I had been busy
assuring the others that, although muddy in places, much of the course was pretty runnable. So you can imagine my
horror and disgust when we arrived and discovered that the course seemed to have been used to host all the spare
mud from the rest of the country. As soon as we exited the car park, all we saw was a sea of brown. And that was
only the tent village. Walking to the Berkshire tent without slipping face first into the gloop was a challenge in itself,
and took a good seven to eight minutes. Walking to the toilet at the other side of the field was a 15 minute round
trip. I am sure many simply went where they stood. It is not as if it would have made conditions any worse.
The first RR interest came in the senior women’s race. It is usually tradition that the earlier races get the firmer
ground to run on and churn up for the luckless afternoon runners, but in this case the distinction was moot. The
course was already a quagmire for the entirety of its more than 8 kilometres. Declaring that their intention was not
to come last, which represents the kind of optimistic outlook for which Roadrunners are so renowned, Sarah and
Helen set off amongst the stampede. As a spectator, I cannot claim that they looked to be enjoying themselves, but
a determined performance saw Sarah finish 248th (and sixth Berkshire representative, thus making the 6-to-score
team) in 45:01 and Helen 261st in 46:48. They were very definitely not last, and did themselves proud. The
Berkshire team also avoided propping up the table, with a 28th place finish.
Soon it was the turn of the men, with the team now reduced down to 8, but also featuring former Roadrunner (but
still second claim) Matthew Green alongside the two current RR representatives. Everyone was pleased to
represent the county, but Mark Apsey particularly so having last been in a Berkshire vest as a teenager. He was so
excited that he wore shades to maintain a poker face, despite them clearly being inappropriate for the conditions.
To no-one’s surprise, an existing quagmire had not magically been transformed by hordes of be-spiked feet into a
smooth manicured surface, and conditions underfoot could only be accurately described by a kind of strangled
shriek rather than words. Seconds passed like hours, minutes passed like days, and then eventually it came to an
end. I am much more suited to the track, so this was always going to be a chastening experience for me, but I
managed to grind my way to the finish in 168th (third Berkshire), with Mark not far behind in 194th (sixth Berkshire).
We both made the scoring team, which came in at a respectable 22nd.
We then went home, to begin the long arduous process of washing ourselves.
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Track Friday - 23 Feb 2018 - The official race report
Tony Canning (coach) and Fergal Donnelly
23rd February marked the 10th staging of Reading Roadrunners Track Friday event, featuring Mile, 5km and (fun)
Relay races.
On a bitterly cold late winter’s evening, 53 runners met at Palmer Park stadium including a large proportion (23) of
competitors from nearby running clubs.
Keeping warm beforehand presented its own challenges but proceedings were soon underway with 29 runners
taking part in the initial Mile race.
Mile
Four laps of the track were hastily completed with Roadrunner Rob Corney posting a winning time of 4:58 mins, just
9 secs off his previous (Track Friday) best of 4:49 mins.
Bracknell Forest runner Ryan Young finished second in a time of 5:10 mins with Reading AC regular, Ryan
Faulkner, crossing the line in third position in a time of 5:16 mins.
Nathalie Plummer (University) led the ladies home, finishing in 7th position overall and coincidentally equalling her
time from the previous Mile event (Nov 2017) of 5:51 mins.
Special mention to Alice Kerr (Roadrunner), tail-ending in a time of 9:25 mins, 31 seconds quicker than her previous
attempt, in November of last year.

(line-up for Mile race)
5km
The 5km race - Track Friday’s blue riband event - attracted 43 runners, 19 of whom had just completed the Mile
beforehand.
Roadrunner, and Track Friday debutant, Steve Ridley was a clear winner in a time of 16:20 mins, some 40 seconds
ahead of his closest rival.
The scramble behind was precisely that with only two seconds separating the three subsequent finishers. There was
joy for Josh Talib (University) and Duncan Mollison (Roadrunner, 2nd claim) but despair for Jacob Maddison
(University) finishing in times of 17:00, 17:01 & 17:02 mins respectively.
Roadrunner Jane Copland was first female, crossing the line in a
time of 17:14 mins & joint 15th overall.
Anas Baskhit (Roadrunner) tail-ended in a time of 28:48 mins.

(close contest for 2nd, 3rd & 4th positions – 5km)
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Relay
In the (fun) 4 x 100m relay, where teams were selected by on-looking Lady Captain Sam Whalley and Reading
Sports Awards nominee (Improved Runner) Helen Pool, a total of 12 runners participated.
A relatively even contest until about 200m, after which third runner Sahan Jinadasa pulled away significantly
allowing team mate Nicola Reynolds (Joggers) to romp down the home strait. Pete Morris and Tom Robinson
(Joggers) completing their legs admirably, helping set up overall team victory.

(baton exchange after 200m)
Thank you
Thanks to our volunteers, and supporters, who helped ensure another successful track evening. Special thanks to
all, given the particularly cold conditions, your continued support is greatly appreciated.
Hot drinks and refreshments in the clubhouse afterwards were equally appreciated as was the tidy sum of just over
£38 raised for club charity – Cycle Smart.

(Runners & volunteer group photo)
Next event
Friday 18th May is the date of our next Track Friday. It promises to be a memorable one with the staging of our fist
Handicap 5km event – where runners will be set off at one minute intervals based on estimated finishing times and
the winner will be the first finisher (as opposed to fastest time). Full details will be communicated closer to the date.
Finally, race results, pictures and video are all available on the website - http://readingroadrunners.org/track-friday/
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Track Friday - Glove Story
David Dibben
STEPHEN RIDLEY and Rob Corney were the heroes of the Roadrunners’ latest Track Friday event held on 23
February… but that was on the track.
The real heroes of the evening at Palmer Park were the officials and
marshals.
It is a big part of our club’s ethos to always praise the back-up
team… but this time the thanks were heartfelt.
For all the athletes agreed that, so perishing were the sub-zero
temperatures, it took more guts to officiate than it did to compete
in the mile and 5k races.
And that those most worthy of the top honours were the ladies
serving the hot teas and coffees.
Fortunately proceedings were finally warmed up by the flames coming off
Rob Corney during his last lap of the mile race.
The club’s new half-marathon record-holder had been content to sit in
second place behind Ryan Young for the first three laps but his blistering
finish for a time of 4 mins 58 secs put about 70 metres into the Bracknell
Forest athlete.
None of the 29 milers chalked up a personal best but final finisher Alice Kerr
claimed a double pb… a post-baby personal best with a time of 9:25.
Despite facing an early start for a trip to London the following morning,
where he was the club’s top finisher in the English National Cross-Country
Championships at Parliament Hill, Corney was soon back in action in the 5k.
It was quickly obvious that Great Britain squad triathlete Ridley was going to
dominate as Corney raced deep in the pack, modifying his pace to help a succession of fellow runners.
To those of us dispatched to marshal in the punishment camp gulag on the back straight (where it was colder than
Siberia), Ridley seemed to be enjoying his performance… until the last kilometre.
The runaway leader cried out: “I can’t feel my hands!”
His fortunes changed when, with 800 metres remaining, he found he had
gained a lap on the coasting Corney and had the best possible pacer to
guide him home to a new pb of 16:20, six seconds better than his previous
mark.
“I’ve never felt pain like that in my hands,” said Ridley. “I’ll never forget my
gloves again.
“Rob was a great help. It wasn’t planned, but he knew from a quick chat while
warming up that I was shooting for a pb.
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“Aside from the cold, the evening was fantastic. I think it’s brilliant that the club arranges such events.
“It’s rare to get an opportunity to test yourself on a 5k course that you know is 100 per cent legitimate. The support
and camaraderie from the marshals was great, especially seeing as they must have been absolutely frozen stiff.”
Ridley’s next big target will be to go sub 2:40 in the London Marathon and then he will switch his attention to the
Ironman 70.3 World Championships in South Africa in September.
Back at Palmer Park, there were also big 5k pb’s for
Grant Hopkins, Mark Dibben and Paloma
Crayford.
After a fun relay everyone fled to the warmth of the
tea bar to contemplate an event which improves in
quality every time it is staged.
However, that improvement is spurred by the
participation of runners from other clubs such as
Reading AC, Maidenhead, Bracknell, Reading
Joggers and the University.
Unfortunately there are fewer and fewer of our less experienced members taking part and, it being too cold in the
stadium for polar bears, there were certainly no humans spectating.
Our ever innovative organisers Tony Canning and Fergal Donnelly reckon their idea of a handicap 5k at the next
Track Friday on May 18th may do something to resolve the problem. That and some improved weather perhaps?
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National XC Championships - Parliament Hill - 24th Feb 2018
Sam Whalley
Every three years, the National XC Champs are held at Parliament Hill on Hampstead Heath. In between, the venue is
traditionally host to the Southern XC Champs. Either way, we have recently had the opportunity to run here every
year, and it is always a spectacle.
A record number of Reading Roadrunners were originally entered for the National XC Champs this year – 11 women
and 25 men. We were grateful to the committee for agreeing to provide a coach; this saved us a lot of travel hassle,
and really added to the team spirit on the day.
We arrived in good time and set up camp at the top of ‘The Hill’. The weather was mostly
cold and clear, really nice for running, but with an occasional icy wind. This must have
whipped up while the women’s race was on, as we returned to find an upturned tent,
and a rather exposed spectator – poor Charlie Manton!
Before the races there was time to check out the course, or more specifically, how
muddy it was, so that the all-important decisions could be made about how many
clothes to put on, which shoes to wear, or how long the spikes should be. We were also
able to watch some of the younger age group races, and do a bit of shopping for race
merchandise.
The women’s race was scheduled for 2.20pm. With over 1000 women entered, each club
was allocated a space in a pen. Thankfully, we were in pen 1, which was easy to remember,
and in the best position for our spectators at the top of the hill. It was also the best
position from which to spot our ninth runner – Marie-Louise Kertzman – flying down the
hill with her two-pinned bib flapping in the wind. Victim of a ridiculously long toilet queue,
there was only a minute to spare as she leapt the tape into the pen. With the chilly
conditions, Ashley Middlewick had accompanied us all to the start, to allow us to wear an
extra layer for as long as possible – what a gent! Then the gun sounded and we were off.
Having run this course twice before, I knew what to
expect in terms of terrain and difficulty. Indeed, an
article posted about the whole event the day
before had mentioned its brutality and technicality.
Our course was only 8k, compared to the men’s
12k, but it was lacking in neither undulations nor
challenge.
Being a national rather than a regional event this
year, competition was fierce. Even in the second
half of the field, far back from the crop tops and
pants brigade, there was a significant amount of
elbowing, shoving, and very little space,
particularly at the beginning. On the first downhill,
I got stuck behind people who stopped –
STOPPED! – when they encountered some deep mud. Had they never run at Tadley before?! As the race
progressed, the field spread out as expected, and it was back to the usual ‘try to catch the person in front’ routine as
the course upped and downed over one medium and one full lap. Of course, the gruelling uphill start can only
mean an exhilarating downhill finish, which makes it all worth it. The final 200 metres is an amazing sprint over rutted
mud, followed by an effort to remove a mud-caked chip from your ankle. At least they provided chairs for this
purpose.
The winner of the race was Phoebe Law, a name we recognised from the Hampshire League and as the winner of
the Southerns, in a phenomenal time of 28.33.
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The first RR home was Sarah Dooley, an excellent
V40 runner, in 333rd place, with 38.01. The seniors
followed - Gemma Buley (39.36), Pip White (41.04),
and Marie-Louise Kertzman (41.33). These four
scorers gave the team 56th place, out of 112
complete teams – a very good result. Next in were the
rest of the vets: Sarah ‘not bad for an old girl’
Alsford (42.19), me (43.56), Nicole ‘I’m not doing
this without spikes again’ Rickett (45.08), Claire
Seymour (47.22), and Maria Norville (57.02).
*quotes are the athletes’ own!
With the men’s race due to start at 3pm, most of us
missed it. I heard a klaxon while still out on the
course, and spared a thought for those who would
now be facing the infamous hill. Our challenge, after cheering in the rest of our women, was to run back up the hill
to cheer on the men, whose arrival on their second lap was signified by shouts and cow bells. With over 2300
runners, there was talk of frequent bottlenecks early on in the course; however, there was plenty of time for these to
ease over the one medium and two full laps.
The winner of the men’s race was Adam Hickey of Southend,
the silver medallist from the Southerns, in an incredible 39.35.
First RR home was Rob Corney, in a hugely impressive 78th
place, with 43.03 (he can’t say he enjoyed it, though). He was
followed by Matthew Richards (45.59), Chris Lucas (47.00)
and Brendan Morris (47.55). Next in was our first vet,
Andrew Smith (50.04), and, having come straight from work,
David McCoy (the younger), in 50.12. These scorers gave the
team 36th, out of 162 complete teams – an excellent result.
Jamie Smith was not far behind (50.24), followed by Ashley
Middlewick (50.39), David Ferguson (53.50), Tom PeirsonSmith (54.44), Tom Anthistle (57.49), Ian Giggs (58.05), Bill
Watson (1.00.17), Alan ‘my quads know all about the hills’
Freer (1.01.50), David Fiddes (1.03.09), David Lennon
(1.04.53), Colin Cottell (1.04.54), Gary Brampton (1.09.15), Chris Manton (1.13.23), Peter Reilly (1.14.54), an
injured Brian Kirsopp (1.17.11), Peter ‘love it and hate it’ Higgs (1.17.20), and Pete Morris (1.25.06). An underthe-weather Lance Nortcliff did not finish, unfortunately.
After some recovery involving a bit of moving around, the obligatory debrief, hot drinks, and, most importantly,
food, it was time to pack up and board the coach. Many hands definitely do make light work, and the tent seemed
to be dismantled and packed away in about five minutes flat – PB! It was nice for all the kit to be dry for a change.
We had managed to get hold of a set of results for the first 600 finishers in the men’s race (the women’s results had
sold out), so this made for some interesting reading on the way back, along with the photos, and social media and
Strava posts that had already been made. Conversation soon turned to the following day’s training (there were
17-20 mile marathon training runs planned for some), upcoming races (including club champs), upcoming parties
(many of us were due to attend one that evening), and probably the most in-depth discussion about pizza
preferences I have ever heard.
The big question is, would they all do it again? With the National to be staged in Leeds next year, I suspect we will
be back to low (or no) numbers next year, but we can only hope that the Southerns will remain at Parliament Hill, so
that we can get our fix.
As an aside, I noticed that shire horses would be working the land the following day, to repair the damage done by
the XC. I wonder if we could get them at Ashenbury Park?
Photo credits: Brian Kirsopp and Gill Manton
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The Grizzly Cub - 18 March 2018 - Race Report
Sev Konieczny
So today I completed the hardest run I have ever done. It was cold, it was snowing and the wind was raging on the
top of the cliffs.

For the ones who are not familiar with it, the Grizzly is an iconic race organised by Axe runners set in Seaton in East
Devon. Iconic for the view , the rolling hills, the cliff drops, the shingle beaches. But more than that it is an annual
event that brings runners and community together. From the HQ in the town hall to the start on the seafront, the
shops display good luck messages, with the collection of t-shirts from previous races.
There is no medal in this race, local flapjacks, a goodie bag and a t-shirt, designed through a competition together
with the slogan.
The grizzly is something special, ask the people who have been lucky to get a
place in the ballot.
So back in October when I realised the date was clashing with Reading HM,
there was no contest... heart, head and legs said grizzly cub all the way. I am
not brave/mad enough to do the proper Grizzly, 20 miles of up, down, bog
and beach.
This weekend, mad March lived up to its
reputation. As well as upping the miles, the
weather decided to add a thick layer of snow for
the fun of it.
All my respect to the RD who called off the 20
miler, but kept the cub (10miler), modified it for
safety reasons. I admire his "ah well" attitude.
Never have I heard such a pre race briefing. He
kept the race on but removed the trophies. We
were only timed because the timekeepers
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turned in a timely manner before the heavy snow falls. The message was "you will get a time if you do the full circuit
or 1/10 of it".
Not sure how many people turned back and retraced their steps for the wind was fierce and the roads icy.
I just about completed the cub with the help and
encouragements of John Bailey.
Ahead of us were Rhiannon & Lorraine Bailey and
leading the small group of RR’s were Maureen
Sweeney, Cecilia Czemicky together with ex RJ Pam
Goddard. Supporting was Linda Wright & marshalling
was Pam's partner, Cliff Marriott, another ex-RJ. Top
job to him and all the marshals, the coastguards,
police, ambulance as they stayed stationary and on
alert ensuring our safety, and giving us tips as where to
step.
We did it, we braved the elements and enjoyed the
beer brewed for the occasion at a drink station , great
pick-me-up for the last few miles.
It was brutal but strangely satisfying once the finishing
line was crossed.
Thanks everyone for their support... and probably see you next year.
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Shinfield 10K and Junior Races - run, volunteer, support
Colin Cottell
Type the word Shinfield into Google and the first thing that comes up is a Wikipedia entry that goes “the parish
includes the roadside hamlets of Ryeish Green, Spencers Wood and Three Mile Cross”. That’s exactly the type of
language we used only a few years ago to persuade people to sign up to the Shinfield 10k. How times have
changed, and this bucolic image of small clusters of cottages, and village greens, (and probably warm beer too), no
longer reflects reality.
For as anyone who has even a
passing knowledge of Shinfield, the
area has changed - not WB Yeats
‘changed utterly’ changed, but
changed none the less. It’s all
courtesy, of course of the hundreds,
soon to be thousands of new homes
springing up along the route. But
lest I paint too bleak picture, there is
no need to despair. Shinfield is alive
and kicking and this year returns for
its 33rd iteration.
Whereas hundreds of road races up
and down around country have
surrendered to the bulldozers,
disappeared under mounds of
concrete and tarmacadam, or fallen
victim to officious councils, health
and safety zealots and lack of volunteers, Shinfield continues battered and bloodied, yes, but still far from out for the
count. Agreed the days when much of the route was along leafy lanes and it finished on the Recreation Ground have
gone for good, but it is still recognisably the same race as it always was.
I first took over as race director in 2007. I guess the main reason was the route runs across the bottom of our drive,
and having run it several times, when the call came I didn’t want to see it fall by the wayside. During the previous
year in which I shadowed Paul Kurowski I learned a lot. But to be honest, for longer than I care to admit, I was on
what is euphemistically called a steep learning curve.
I guess the highlights were (in no particular order of calamity), finishers backing up beyond the finishing funnel in
2009 on the recreation ground, running out of entry forms for on the day entries, the person asked to pick up the
vital key for unlocking a gate blocking the route getting lost. Then there was reversing a van into the garage door of
a club member, almost having a head on crash with a lorry. I could go on.
None of these incidents were calamitous of course, and others at least in retrospect are more comic than
catastrophic. Last year, there was an invasion of cows on the junior course. Or to be more accurate the runners
invaded their field. So fair play to the cows for sticking up for themselves.
Then there were the two runners who complained they didn’t get a chip time, and swore blind they had their timing
chips on their ankles. Photos and the video of the race showed their chips to be firmly attached around their wrists.
Perhaps most peculiar was the disappearance of the inside of advance road closure signs, no doubt this person was
simultaneously complaining that we weren’t providing local people with enough information.
On another occasion, a huge hole appeared on the course overnight prompting urgent calls to the utility company
concerned. Perhaps the most personally embarrassing episode was traipsing up to School Green under cover of
darkness to cut down a guy (made of straw) from a tree. (The guy was advertising), after the Parish Council objected
to its presence - I admit it would have been better if we had told them beforehand.
Disqualifying runners for wearing headphones was not exactly a highlight, but it had to be done, if only to make a
statement about the type of race we aspire to be, one that while efficiently organised tries to stick to its roots as
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being a shared communal experience. Last year was probably the most difficult to date with the event in doubt right
up to a few days before race day as a result of a new path not yet being open.
On the other hand there have also been some notable highlights; such as successfully relocating the start and finish
and reconfiguring both the 10k race and the Junior Races not once or twice, but three times, getting UKA
accreditation, and rebuilding the number of runners so that there is now a realistic prospect of reaching our limit of
900 runners. Meeting Sir John Madejski arriving in his Roller to start the race was a pleasure, John Redwood,
probably a little less so.
What I really enjoy about Shinfield is the satisfaction of helping to put on an event in which runners of all abilities
can participate, and which is healthy and enjoyable. I like to think, indeed I know, that the club members, who turn
up year after year also get something out of the day. The fact that the race has raised around £40k, for various
Reading Roadrunners’ charities and the Shinfield Association since I became involved also brings a certain warm
glow of satisfaction that helps sustain me through the winter months and rekindles my enthusiasm for the year
ahead. The revitalisation of the Junior Races under Tom Harrison’s enthusiastic stewardship is something that is
equally gratifying. All this achieved while keeping the cost of entry for both the 10k and Junior Races low so that no
one is priced out.
For those that don’t know the history of the
Shinfield 10k I won’t bore you with all the
details, except to say the first fun run as it
was then was held way back in 1985. For
those that are interested a more
comprehensive history is contained in the
club’s fantastic 30th anniversary booklet
(copies still available, I understand).
However, I would like to draw your attention
to a few snippets. It started off as a way to
raise money for a local football club. The
men’s race record is 29.32. If your first name
is Chris you have a better than average
chance of winning the 10k. And speaking of
Chris’s, let’s not forget Chris Smith, who for
decades virtually ran Shinfield singlehanded (or so I am told) before handing
over the reins. Is this the fate that awaits me
when I hang up my stopwatch, I often ask
myself as I run past Chris, now the
legendary bridge marshal at Reading parkrun.
I have also had the great fortune to work with some great people on the committee. I won’t name them all, but it
would be remiss of me not to mention the sadly departed Peter Darnell, who was on the committee for almost a
decade, and for whom no task was too small or too big. There have been and continue to be a host of others, each
making their own unique contribution.
As to the future, if Shinfield was a cat there is no doubt it would have used up eight of its nine lives by now. And with
thousands of new homes promised for the area over the next few years, bringing with it inevitable threats to the
existing route, along with additional traffic, surely the demise of this long-established event is only a matter of time.
On the other hand, the arrival of this army of newcomers brings with it the opportunity to introduce many more
people to running, while reinforcing even more the need for an event that brings people together and strengthens
this disparate community. If you aren’t running on 7 May, please do your bit by responding positively to Fergal
Donnelly’s request for volunteers.
You can enter the 2018 Shinfield 10k (sponsored by Enterprise Security Distribution and Honey Suckle Day
Nursery) and the Junior Races (sponsored by Linden Homes) here https://www.entryhub.co.uk/2018-shinfield-10k
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New Zealand’s Coast to Coast Bike, Kayak and Run Race
Gary Tuttle
The 2018 New Zealand Kathmandu Coast to Coast is a multisport race that involves crossing 243Km on the South
Island by Bike foot, and kayak. This took place on 9th and 10th February.
I signed up to this originally with the
intention of doing the Longest Day – the
one-day full course event. By December with
the race only in February I realised my
preparation was less than adequate and I
would struggle to meet the cut off times so
opted to change to the 2 day event. Still a
big task but I thought much more
manageable and enjoyable………..
There are a lot of logistics involved before
and during the event; this involved getting
the equipment I would need for the race and
transporting it around the course on the
actual day. Every person or team taking part
needs to provide their own support crew.
Thankfully I had a great support team that
involved my wife Trinity and her parents
and an uncle who has taken part in the past so knows the workings of the event.
A friend of Trin’s dad offered his road bike for the event but the kayak proved to be a bit harder to get hold of. Turns
out it is a very big event and all hire companies on the South Island were booked out months ago. In the end I
managed to hire a sea kayak from a shop in Auckland who would be transporting a number of them down for the
race. With all this sorted before I flew out to New Zealand it was a big relief.
On Thursday 8th Feb we drove over to Kumara race course to register and collect race numbers and receive a
briefing about the course conditions, (river levels, transitions, state of the ongoing roadworks a few of us were
worried about for the cycle!)
Friday was an early start, up at 4:45 to eat breakfast and take the bike to be racked at the 1st transition. Having
never competed in any multisport race previously I thought I better figure out where I would run in and then how to
find my bike amongst the hundreds of others! I then walked to the beach for the final race briefing at 6:45.
The race started at 7am with the firing of a cannon by the original runner of the race, Robin Judkins, and then there
is the 2.2km run to the bike transition. I had started at the back of the pack so I didn’t set out too quick especially as
the days leading up to this I had been having some cramps in my quads and hamstrings. It was comfortable running
and I was quickly passing people.
On arrival at the bike transition I found my bike, shoes and rucksack with no dramas and set off on the initial 55km
cycle. Having never cycled in a group before this was going to be interesting. I knew a small amount about group
cycling and how they take it in turns to cycle at the front (not much knowledge obviously). The ride was generally flat
with a few undulations and some fast downhills. Getting stuck in the middle of a pack was frustrating at times when
on the downhills as I wanted to go faster than those around me but struggled to get out and around them. I upset a
few people by trying to cycle down the middle at one point.
I arrived at the 2nd transition racked my bike and ran round to find Trin with my mountain run gear. She spotted me
1st and shouted out and quickly started changing my shoes and bags. Trin and her mum were asking if I wanted
food, drinks and sun-cream, with my usual thinking, this would cost me time and I had to quickly get back onto the
course and start the 33km mountain run.
After 2.75km you turn off the trail, down a bank and start your first river crossing. This is the start of Deception Valley;
there are numerous river crossings and the terrain is tough going, being very rocky and easy to go over your ankle,
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(Try running along a rocky beach) there are boulders to clamber up and over, and sometimes there is a bit of easy
going smoother trail. I made good progress for the 1st 13km but the mixture of lack of food and 30 degree heat was
starting to catch up on me and I was slowing. I had a cliff bar and drank some water then set off again……………
The terrain got steeper as we neared ‘Goats Pass’ peak at 1085m where there was a mandatory kit check and you
could refill drink bottles (although the river water is safe to drink in most places)……………………..
I then set off again and from here there was a nice sign to tell you, having crossed the Southern Alps “it’s all downhill
from here.’ This was the part of the run I was dreading as in the week leading up to it I’d been getting cramps when
running downhill. I wanted to keep it at a gentle pace to delay the inevitable cramps. There were a mixture of
boardwalks and rooted trails and unbelievably some steep uphills! The terrain was pretty sapping and slowed me
down. The last 3km was back to the rocky river bed but the end was in sight. There was a big sense of relief when I
crossed the finish line at Klondyke Corner, and everyone is greeted by Steve Gurney (9 time C2C champion) with a
handshake and cold beer. My total time for Day 1 was 7:17:11

After getting a massage it was time to find my hire kayak to set it up and stick race numbers on it, then I was
thankful for the cabin we had booked instead of having to camp! Before heading to bed I had to sort out my bags
and equipment for the 2nd day.
It was an early start again for day 2 where Trin and her dad had to get up at 4am to take my kayak and equipment for
scrutineering. I had a bit longer in bed and didn’t need to wake until 5am, and once I had breakfast Trin’s uncle took
me and my bike back to Klondyke Corner ready for the wave start.
The waves were groups of 10 setting off at 1 minute intervals determined by yesterday’s finish times. I was in wave
16 and we set off on the initial 15km cycle. As this was a relatively short cycle, and I was going to be sat in a kayak for
a while after, I decided that I would try and go flat out. A couple of other cyclists came with me and we made good
progress with a lot less congestion compared to the day before, we quickly caught up and passed some cyclists
from the other groups. At the end of the cycle I had to run 1.3km with my bike down a gravel road to the bike
racking, and then made my way to the kayak.
I had no idea how long it was going to take me to kayak 70km with the longest distance previously undertaken in a
kayak was on the flat river Thames and covering 16km in 3hrs. Thankfully this was all downstream and the river was
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flowing at a decent rate. The first 25km is fairly flat without too many obstacles or features; it can get pretty braided
so sometimes there is more than one route option. I tried to follow people who looked like they knew what they
were doing and had paddled the course previously.
All was going well, when after 10km there was a small section of rapids, I didn’t see a large rock until a bit late and
ended up sideways trying to get round it and pushed upside down by the water. I quickly decided it was best to bail
out of the kayak as there was 2nd big boulder I was heading towards. I ended up getting pushed over the boulder
hitting my leg against it…………………

At some of the known trouble spots there are rescue teams set up to deal with this. One guy on the bank threw me a
throw line which I caught whilst another in a kayak got my boat and took it to shore, and another had rescued my
paddle for me. Back on the bank I spent a few minutes emptying the kayak, getting my breath back and jumping
back in before heading on my way again. I hoped that this wasn’t a sign of things to come as I had lost 10 minutes
dealing with that which would add a lot of time to this section if I kept coming out.
The hardest part of the course is the second 25km stretch which is through a gorge and contains a lot more rapids,
this makes it a lot more fun but there is more chance of capsizing. Lots of rapids and wave trains, thankfully I never
came unstuck and kept upright the whole time. All along the course everyone is really friendly and encouraging. You
get chatting to people around you as people are from all over the world. Some are local and have paddled the river
numerous times…………………….
I knew I had almost completed it when I saw the Gorge Bridge ahead of me, a couple more bends and I could get
out of the kayak. This was a relief as my back and leg were hurting from being sat for over 5 hours. As I came to the
river bank there was an army of people to help the kayakers out. Two guys grabbed either arm and hoisted me out,
my leg having seized up. From there, there was a cruel steep uphill run to the bike transition where I got changed
slapped loads of sun-cream on and ran the short hill to the road with my bike.
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I knew this last 70km cycle was going to be hard not just with the distance but also the lack of other people around
me to help draft. For the first 16km I was by myself but made good progress passing a few people, but sustaining
20mph on my own was tough. Thankfully a rider from a 3 person relay team caught up and for the next 8km we
worked together picking up the pace slightly (although he ended up doing most of the work). Eventually it was too
much for me to sustain and he started pulling away from me. Back cycling alone I slowed, It was tough going as the
roads were so long and straight and the heat was again draining. I kept getting water in me and then managed to
take on some food. At one point I saw a sign that read ‘ The End of New Zealands longest straight road’, it was only a
few minutes later I realised they must have meant the wrong end and this was only the start! 25km of dead straight
road was mind numbing and tiring. My body was really aching, pains in my right quad and the bottom of my feet, I
just wanted to get to the end. Eventually a larger group of cyclists caught up and asked if I wanted to join them. This
was a welcome relief. I joined in and could relax slightly. They kept rotating at the front so everyone was getting a
turn…..

Soon we arrived in Christchurch and there was only about 16km left. We
had to stop rotating as there was too much traffic so some of us started to
speed up as the end was in sight. I finally saw the 1km sign and peddled
as hard as I could. There was a line of marshalls waiting to catch me and
hold the bike whilst I jumped off and ran to the finish line. There was a
steep incline up a sand bank rising 3m and I pushed as hard as I could to
get to the top where the finish was. The relief as I crossed the line and was
again greeted with a handshake from Steve Gurney was immense. My
total race time 15.56.15………………..
I enjoyed the cold drinks and free burgers provided and enjoyed the
satisfaction of having completed the event. With my burger and support
crew I hobbled to the beach to cool off in the sea. It was one of the most
enjoyable events I have done, everyone was friendly and helpful. I can’t
wait to head back and compete in ‘The Longest Day’…………..
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Castellon Marathon - Trains, Towels and Pole Dancing
Paul Monaghan
This marathon on paper looked a good one. Was easy we thought. Fly to Valencia and then catch a train to Castellon
to check into hotel and visit expo on the first day. Course seemed flat and weather was looking good for that
weekend.
Of course when you travelling with Pete Morris, Martin (Bushy)
Bush, Dean Allaway, Caroline Jackson & Caroline Hargreaves
well things don’t always go to plan and truth be known I wouldn’t
have it any other way. I do enjoy a bit of chaos but sometimes it
does have its limits.
All seemed to be going smoothly until we got on the flight at
Gatwick. A text and then a phone call came through from Dean
saying he’d lost his passport. This happened somewhere between
bag security and passport control. He eventually found it but he was
too late for the flight and decided he would go home. We were one
man down which was a shame.
Eventually we arrived in Valencia and decided it was a quick drink at 100 Montaditos (they’re everywhere in Spain)
and Pete & Bushy ran over to Hard Rock Café to sneak one in there also and grab a few blurred photos. Weather
was hotter than expected so was nice to eat & drink alfresco and not listen to people moan about the weather for a
change.
Time was tight as we’d booked the tickets. Now was just a simple case of grabbing the train to Castellon. Did I say
simple? Wrong!! We got the right train OK but Caroline J thought Castello de la Plana train station said something
else so we quickly dived back on the train. It was still moving and poor Bushy was running after it and eventually
jumped on. Magnets and tacky souvenirs where strewn over the track, but luckily Bushy was in one piece. But wait,
we were at the right stop and now ended up 8 miles away at next station called Benicassim. What the hell we
thought and grabbed a few photos did a #TeamJackMon video and caught next train back to Castello de la Plana.
We’d not even got to the expo yet.
We did eventually get to our hotel and soon after made our way to the expo. It was at Ribalta Park where we would
finish the race. I was immediately impressed and couldn’t wait to start the race. If you’ve ever been to a race expo
you’ll know that all kinds of foreign races are advertised so we tend to spend a bit of time at them. The guy from the
Porto marathon stand was giving out free port so he tended to be our best friend for the day (Yes Caroline & I are
now doing that marathon). A few photo shoots holding up our numbers and passports (Sorry Dean but it had to be
done ☺ ) and it was time to get back to hotel.
Sandy Sheppard and Brian Kirsopp would arrive later so we picked up their bags in advance.
Race morning came and what a great morning it was. Sandy &
Brian’s hotel was right next to the start so we joined them for
coffee before a mass RR photoshoot near a bull statue.
I absolutely buzz at marathon starts and still get goose pimples
at the start of every race. When I first started doing marathons I
used to get so nervous but now I just soak up the atmosphere.
Truth be known I’m more nervous at parkruns, 10Ks & halves for
some reason. The marathon is my stage and I relish it, though I
feel the best parts are still the beginning & end and I can’t wait
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to get them over with as quickly as possible. Caroline & I only ever run together on XC marathons were we make a
point of not looking at our watches and enjoy. Road ones are different so there’s a bit of competition. (One each up
to now this year)
Fireworks & music blasted at the start which gave it a party feel. This
was a good course and well supported, I recommend it to anyone. €35
and they even threw in a tech t-shirt. We find these races cheaper all
around than the UK all in all and we get a holiday out of it.
I did struggle on this one as Caroline & I hadn’t ran a marathon for 7
weeks so I did feel rusty even though I’d be training hard for this. I
crossed the line at 3:43 were Caroline was waiting for me (she did
3:37) We received a towel and tons of food including pizza at the end.
Maureen Sweeney kindly came along to support us adding to the
great atmosphere later on in the park at the end of the race.
We now waited for the rest. Brian was already in and Sandy was doing the 10k . To our surprise Bushy pulled off a
4:10 his fastest in 6 years. Did he sniff a free souvenir? He told us he didn’t want to miss out on the towel hence his
time. Joking aside he’d only done a double marathon the week before and it was about his 11th of the year making it
even more impressive. He’d go on to run a 4:06 the following week in Malta.
We have so many friends from 100 marathon club etc that it’s like a running family. Much like Roadrunners but an
international version. So we all met up near the finish for a few beers in the Spanish sun. Brian got the best time, Pete
got the most photos, and Bushy got the most freebies. I can’t recommend this race enough.
We were in Castellon a couple more days so had the delight of us all celebrating visiting the various tapas bars. Pete
even managed to eat mussels & snails. There’s just so many of these great little local places in Castellon with a
distinct lack of tourist traps. We also kind of like it when the menus are in Spanish and they don’t speak much
English.

Did I mention there’s a beach at Castellon? We took a bus and about a thousand Spaniards followed us on. I was
crushed against a pole which looked like I was pole dancing in the photos. The journey wore me
out more than the marathon, and not one person stuffed a €10 note in my sock.
Always a pleasure travelling to do marathons with my lady Caroline and the rest of the
Roadrunners. You know where we are if you ever want to join us. It’s not all about running,
though it does help ☺
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Roadrunners Race Results
David Dibben
HERE’S some left-field fun for those Roadrunners with
a bit of time on their hands…
That should include everyone who is following a
programme for a spring marathon.

February 10th
Olympic Challenge Marathon
Pos

Name

Gun

The magic word ‘rest’ will appear at least twice a week
and, as the coaches will tell you, that’s one of the most
important elements of your training schedule.

-

Martin Bush

4:24.50

So, now you are sitting comfortably, have a snoop
around in the Twitter accounts of Reading Half
Marathon heroes Scott Overall and Andy Vernon.

February 11th

2014 champion Overall upset more than a few of our
members last month when he referred to his victory in
the Wokingham Half Marathon as a “nice solo run.”
He changed his tune a fortnight later when he
remarked on a “brilliant local event with great crowds”
following his win in the Surrey Half Marathon at
Woking.
Overall even tweeted a picture of himself comfortably
tucked into the middle of the leading pack.
And he goes up further in the estimation when you dig
a little deeper into his brand of homespun philosophy.
For Overall keeps up a constant Twitter rant against
competitors who have dodgy records in the use of
prohibited substances. He doesn’t like hypocrites in
general, he particularly doesn’t like the Team Sky
cycling team and he really can’t stand Chris Froome.
Use of poor language aside, it’s hard to argue with his
reasoning.
Switch to the Reading Half Marathon course record
holder Vernon however, and, among the good training
advice and upbeat attitude, his historical spats with Mo
Farah are still there for us all to mock.
“Stop quoting Taylor Swift” has become an
unforgettable online outburst.
And it gets even more spiteful when you catch up with
his earlier bust-up with Lynsey Sharp.
The Scottish athlete dubbing him ‘Andy Vermin’ was a
bit harsh but the moral of the story remains the same…
be careful what you tweet.

Barcelona Half Marathon
Pos

Name

Chip

10507

Andy Atkinson

2:04.18

10509

Charlie Macklin

2:04.19

12680

Liz Atkinson

2:20.01

13443

Sev Konieczny

2:35.57

Worthing Half Marathon
Pos

Name

Chip

288

Caroline Jackson

1:38.59

447

Paul Monaghan

1:43.58

557

Peter Cook

1:47.23

1529

Kerry Eastwood

2:19.17

1607

Julie Bagley

2:26.29

Music Legends Marathon
Pos
-

Name

Gun

Martin Bush

4:44.19

Punchbowl Trail Challenge (20.6m)
Pos
1

Name

Gun

Alan Freer

3:15.00

And be careful what you retweet, Roadrunners, You
might end up using hours of the committee’s time
listening to complaints when they could be
concentrating their efforts on driving the club forwards.
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February 18th

477

Sarah Dooley

1:34.37

Wokingham Half Marathon

484

Sam Hammond

1:34.52

Name

Chip

539

Chris James

1:37.03

2

Rob Corney

1:09.20 PB

585

David Fiddes

1:37.42

8

Matt Richards

1:11.01

586

Sophie Hoskins

1:37.40 PB

55

Steve Ridley

1:16.26

592

Peter Manning

1:37.47

58

Dave McCoy

1:16.37

610

David Legg

1:37.52

112

Andrew Smith

1:20.19

619

Richard Smith

1:39.02

114

Anthony Young

1:20.27

624

Eddie McIndoe

1:38.38

148

Alex Harris

1:22.21

639

Claire Marks

1:39.35

186

Caroline Hoskins

1:24.17 PB

646

Mary Janssen

1:39.40

195

Gareth Goodall

1:24.45 PB

659

David Dibben

1:40.04

216

Grant Hopkins

1:24.59 PB

663

Darrell Robins

1:39.18

223

Mark Dibben

1:25.35 PB

669

Vince Williams

1:40.24

233

Gavin Rennie

1:26.06

678

Stewart Wing

1:38.17 PB

242

Dan Brock

1:26.34 PB

683

Kevin Jones

1:41.36

268

Aaron Chai

1:27.19

688

Fergal Donnelly

1:37.05

306

Chris Buley

1:27.50 PB

691

Lesley Whiley

1:41.50

311

Paul Kerr

1:27.56

708

Gary Clarke

1:40.36 PB

321

Ian Giggs

1:29.13

731

James Talbot

1:41.26 PB

327

Justin Simons

1:29.06 PB

737

Melanie Shaw

1:42.41

329

Katherine Sargeant

1:28.55 PB

738

Jamie Smith

1:42.42

364

David McCoy

1:30.40

752

Stuart Rutherford

1:40.05

369

Brian Grieves

1:30.31

761

Chris Manton

1:42.05

371

Tony Long

1:29.48 PB

765

Nick Adley

1:43.27

385

Alan Freer

1:31.35

770

Joe Blair

1:43.29

395

Alan Thomas

1:31.43

776

Brian Fennelly

1:42.42

396

Erica Key

1:31.28

848

Peter Rennie

1:45.09

409

Sarah McDade

1:31.37

880

Paul Giles

1:46.17

413

Gemma Buley

1:32.11 PB

884

Ricky Straw

1:47.23

418

Julian Hough

1:32.18

885

Mo Fassihinia

1:45.31

429

Tony Streams

1:32.51 PB

910

Susan Knight

1:46.34

469

Bill Watson

1:34.53

915

Beth Rudd

1:46.44

Pos
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917

Matthew Brown

1:46.22

1521

Sarah Richmond-De’voy

2:05.45 PB

918

Sarah Alsford

1:46.35

1523

Katie Gash

2:05.46 PB

921

Julie Rainbow

1:46.27

1526

Veronika Royle

2:05.49 PB

945

Catherine Leather

1:47.10

1544

Phil Reay

2:09.40

954

Sahan Jinadasa

1:47.37

1545

Christina Calderon

2:09.40

1005

Martin Douglas

1:48.46

1608

Tom Harrison

2:10.59

1017

Robert Houghton

1:49.22

1618

Angelique Haswell

2:13.25

1025

Tracey Hicks

1:49.40

1629

Lucy Bolton

2:12.54

1039

Paloma Crayford

1:50.18 PB

1636

Adele Graham

2:14.42

1047

Peter Reilly

1:49.58

1697

Heather Bowley

2:18.24

1059

Jo Sollesse

1:50.27

1698

Justin Watkins

2:19.07

1069

Diane Hodder

1:49.52

1727

Liz Atkinson

2:20.57

1081

Alice Godding

1:51.30

1790

Neil Carpenter

2:26.46

1116

Andy Atkinson

1:52:36

1791

Sarah Drew

2:26.46

1130

Stephen Dellow

1:53.25

1795

Helen Dixon

2:27.09 PB

1150

Joe Akem-Che

1:53.47

1796

Sarah Walters

2:27.10 PB

1154

Holly Towers

1:54.12 PB

1821

John Bowley

2:31.26

1155

Lee Hinton

1:54.12

1822

Juliet Fenwick

2:30.48

1160

Gillian Gillard

1:54.05

1194

Sara Lopez

1:54.51

Castellon Marathon (Spain)

1208

Paul Carter

1:54.58

Pos

Name

Chip

1213

Jim Kiddie

1:54.56

251

Brian Kirsopp

3:20.37

1226

Claire Seymour

1:55.21

459

Caroline Jackson

3:37.33

1278

Sarah Bate

1:57.27

509

Paul Monaghan

3:43:11

1293

Ian McGuinness

1:57.25

799

Martin Bush

4:10.03 SB

1335

Gurpritpal Singh

1:58.56

926

Pete Morris

4:42.27

1348

Chloe Lloyd

2:00.32 PB

944

Caroline Hargreaves

4:56.25

1350

Ashlee Jewell

1:59.52

1358

Clive Bate

2:00.53

Castellon 10k (Spain)

1410

Maria Norville

2:02.36 PB

Pos

Name

Chip

1418

Zoe De La Pascua

2:02.11

911

Sandy Sheppard

1:00.55

1422

Sarah Hicks

2:02.39

1515

Jo Rippingale

2:05.34
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Castle Hill Corker (10k)
Pos

26

Nicola Reynolds (Joggers)

7.53

Name

Chip

27

Paul Smith

8.20

13

Ben Whalley

46.17

28

Anas Bakhit

8.25

114

Sam Whalley

1:01.58

29

Alice Kerr

9.25

February 23rd

Track 5k (Palmer Park)

Track Mile (Palmer Park)

Pos

Name

Gun

Name

Gun

1

Steve Ridley

16.20 PB

1

Rob Corney

4:58

2

Josh Talib (University)

17.00

2

Ryan Young (Bracknell)

5.10

3

Duncan Mollison

17.01

3

Ryan Faulkner (Reading AC)

5.16

4

Jacob Maddison (University)

17.02

4

Jamie Smith

5.43

5

Ryan Faulkner (Reading AC)

17.07

5

Jonathan Oliver (Maidenhead)

5.46

6

Oscar Dickens (University)

17.20

6

Mark Dibben

5.48

7

Rob Corney

17.37

7

Natalie Plummer (University)

5.51

8

Grant Hopkins

18.41 PB

8

Stuart Jones

5.56

9

Paddy Hayes

18.49

9

Jon Kew (Maidenhead)

6.06

10

Robert Batchelor (University)

18.57

10

Tom Robinson (Joggers)

6.17

11

Mark Dibben

19.00 PB

11

Duncan Mollison

6.23

12

Terry Dowling (Bracknell)

19.04

12

Beth Rudd

6.43

13

Callum Irvine

19.08

13

Sahan Jinadasa

6.58

14

Pete Jewell

19.11

14

Nick Steward (Joggers)

7.01

15=

Paul Kerr

19.14

15

Sally Carpenter

7.02

15=

Jane Copland

19.14

16

Mo Fassihinia

7.04

17

Jon Kew (Maidenhead)

19.18

17

Laura McBride (Joggers)

7.05

18

Peter Miskell

19.32

18

Martin Douglas

7.18

19

Oliver Millin (University)

19.41

19

Alan Williamson

7.21

20

Natalie Plummer (University)

19.46

20

Kate Alexander (Joggers)

7.26

21

Erica Key

20.12

21

Pete Morris

7.30

22

Stuart Jones

20.30

22

Sarah Hicks

7.31

23

Thomas Hutton (University)

20.33

23

Keith Shine (guest)

7.36

24

Hannah Croud (University)

20.37

24

Andy Atkinson

7.43

25

Alan Williamson

21.17

25

Jay Gilbert (University)

7.44

26

Chris Manton

22.44

Pos
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27

Nick Steward (Joggers)

22.50

1401

Tom Anthistle

57.49

28

Beth Rudd

22.57

1423

Ian Giggs

58.05

29

Sahan Jinasada

22.59

1615

Bill Watson

1:00.17

30=

Agnes Walenkiewicz (Sweatshop) 23.00

1742

Alan Freer

1:01.50

30=

Jamie Smith

23.00

1821

David Fiddes

1:03.09

32

Martin Douglas

23.03

1925

David Lennon

1:04.53

33

Ashley Middlewick

23.49

1929

Colin Cottell

1:04.54

34

Paloma Crayford

23.50 PB

2118

Gary Brampton

1:09.15

35

Laura McBride (Joggers)

24.02

2214

Chris Manton

1:13.23

36

Tom Robinson (Joggers)

24.03

2232

Peter Reilly

1:14.54

37

Mo Fassihinia

24.14

2261

Brian Kirsopp

1:17.11

38

Andy Atkinson

24.24

2265

Peter Higgs

1:17.20

39

Pete Morris

25.16

2311

Pete Morris

1:25.06

40

Sarah Hicks

25.19

Team: Roadrunners 36th

41

Stephen Pavlovich (guest)

25.33

42

Angelique Haswell

27.07

Women, 8k

43

Anas Bakhit

28.48

Pos

Name

Gun

333

Sarah Dooley

38.01

February 24th

434

Gemma Buley

39.36

English National Cross-Country Championships

542

Pip White

41.04

(Parliament Hill)

568

Marie-Louise Kertzman

41.33

Men, 12k

620

Sarah Alsford

42.19

Name

Gun

712

Sam Whalley

43.56

Rob Corney

43.03

779

Nicole Rickett

45.08

240

Matt Richards

45.59

871

Claire Seymour

47.22

329

Chris Lucas

47.00

1067

Maria Norville

57.02

404

Brendan Morris

47.55

Team: Roadrunners 56th

608

Andrew Smith

50.04

616

Dave McCoy

50.12

February 25th

628

Jamie Smith

50.24

Brighton Half Marathon

653

Ashley Middlewick

50.39

Pos

Name

Chip

973

David Ferguson

53.50

7633

Gill Manton

2:54.07 PB

1085

Tom Peirson-Smith

54.44

Pos
78
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Thorpe Park Half Marathon
Pos

Name

Chip

March 10th

1463

Andrea Marnoch

2:20.34

Inter-Counties Cross-Country Championship
(Loughborough)

Seville Marathon

Senior men

Pos

Name

Chip

Pos

Name

Gun

-

Cathrin Westerwelle

4:52.02

168

Mark Worringham

50.52

179

Matt Green (2nd claim)

51.10

194

Mark Apsey

51.47

Malta Marathon
Pos

Name

Chip

Senior women

484

Martin Bush

4:06.11

Pos

Name

Gun

248

Sarah Dooley

45.01

261

Helen Pool

46.48

March 3rd
Phoenix Spring Marathon
(Walton-on-Thames)

March 11th

Pos

Name

Chip

Barcelona Marathon

42

Martin Bush

4:42.15

Pos
859

Name

Chip

Keith Russell

3:08.43

March 4th

7069

Paul Monaghan

4:00.56

River Thames Spring Half Marathon

7104

Caroline Jackson

4:01.12

12014

Martin Bush

4:48.16

12987

Pete Morris

5:10.28

(Walton-on-Thames)
Pos
16
128

Name

Chip

Tom Peirson-Smith

1:23.54

Marie-Louise Kertzman

1:45.24

The Big Half

Cambridge Boundary Run Marathon
Pos

Name

Chip

113

Chris Cutting

3:58.17

(Tower Bridge-Greenwich)
Pos
2746
10692

Name

Chip

Surrey Half Marathon

Chris Manton

1:46.32

(Woking)

Gill Manton

2:53.10 PB

Pos

Dorney Lake Marathon

409

Name

Chip

Dave Caswell

1:35.59

Pos

Name

Chip

1402

Sally Carpenter

1:52.24

28

Martin Bush

4:21.04

2889

Justin Watkins

2:17.41
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Surrey Junior 2k
Pos
56

Name

Chip

Charley Caswell

9:10

March 17th
Windsor and Eton Pre-London 20 Miles
Pos

Name

Chip

139

Matthew Durman

3:16.09

March 18th
Limassol Marathon
Pos

Name

Chip

166. Caroline Jackson

3:56.56

177

3:58.59

Paul Monaghan

Grizzly Cub (10M)
(Seaton, Devon)
Pos

Names

Chip

1104

Maureen Sweeney

2:18.52

1179

Lorraine Bailey

2:24.54

1182

Cecilia Csemiczky

2:23.52

1251

Sev Konieczny

2:44.42

1252 John Bailey
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Reading Roadrunners Committee Meeting
MONDAY 05 MARCH 18 - 7:30PM
THE COMMITTEE
Carl Woffington

(Chairman)

Simon Davis

(Coaching)

Simon Denton

(ex-Officio)

•

24 Feb National XC: Parliament Hill

•

03 Mar Annual dinner dance

Carl thanked those involved in organising another
enjoyable dinner dance, with particular thanks to
Hannah & Anne

Anne Goodall

(Membership Sec)

Catherine Leather

(ex-Officio)

Hannah McPhee

(Social Secretary)

Paul Monaghan

(Social networks/Web)

•

06 Mar - AGM

Nicole Rickett

(Treasurer in waiting)

•

18 Mar - Reading Half Marathon

Sandra Sheppard

(Treasurer)

•

Bob Thomas

(General Secretary)

30 Mar - Maidenhead 10 (Champs)

Final meeting of the 2017/18 Committee.
APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Sandy, Simon Davis, Hannah, Nicole, Paul
MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING
The minutes of the previous meeting were proposed
as a true record by Simon Denton, seconded by Anne.
MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES OF THE
PREVIOUS MEETING
Review of Emergency Procedure Carl has
interviewed several members who tried to help Peter
when he collapsed at the track in January, and has
spoken with stadium staff regarding the response to
the incident; he still has other members to contact. He
awaits promised copies of the stadium’s incident
management procedures.
Early indications are that nobody has suggested that
there were deficiencies in how Peter was helped, but
there are areas that need to be reviewed, including:
•
•
•
•

Stadium evacuation procedure
Understanding of the procedure
Availability of emergency contact numbers
Identification of the victim

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
Events Carl recounted some of the events in which the
Club has been involved recently, including:
•

10 Feb Final Hants XC: Aldershot

•

11 Feb Bramley 20/10

•

16 Feb Charity quiz night

•

18 Feb Wokingham HM (Champs)

•

23 Feb Track Friday

Reading Roadrunners Mar 2018

Notable forthcoming events include:

Unfortunately, the final session of EA’s Club Run series,
scheduled for 7 Mar18, has had to be postponed
owing to the last minute non-availability of the EA
coach, and needs to be re-scheduled.
TREASURER’S REPORT
Nothing to report.
GENERAL SECRETARY’S REPORT
Membership renewals Bob reported that the
WebCollect service has held up well to the flow of
renewals, but it is unfortunately more susceptible to
user error than the EA service we used previously.
Because it has not be possible to provide a card
payment facility, most members are using BACS to pay
their fees, which introduces opportunity for error that
would not otherwise be present.
Bob recommended investigation into the feasibility
and cost of extending payment options to include
PayPal, which is supported by WebCollect.
MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY’S REPORT
Anne reported that thirteen new members joined
during February, seven of whom used the new online
facility to join.
SOCIAL SECRETARY’S REPORT
Anne reported that she and Hannah have been busy
organising the dinner dance.
COACHING REPORT
Nothing to report.
ANY OTHER BUSINESS
London Landmarks HM Catherine has been
approached by members volunteering to marshal at
the London Landmarks HM asking for the Club to pay
for transport in advance and recover the cost from the
organisers. Following a discussion, this request was
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declined in favour of following the same process as is
used for London Marathon marshalling: the Club will
reimburse the individuals concerned when the funds
are transferred from the race organisers.
Document repository Nicole raised as an issue that
the Committee does not have a secure document
repository for its formal documentation. It was agreed
that this needs to be rectified forthwith.
DOOR ROTA
07Mar18
14Mar18
21Mar18
28Mar18
04Apr18

Anne, Shirley
Anne, Shirley
Anne, Christina
Anne, Shirley
Anne, Christina

DONM: 3 Apr18 (provisional)
Main Club contact points:
Chairman, Carl:
chairman@readingroadrunners.org
Membership Secretary, Anne:
membership@readingroadrunners.org
Secretary, Bob:
gensec@readingroadrunners.org
Treasurer, Nicole:
treasurer@readingroadrunners.org
Social Secretary, Hannah:
socialsec@readingroadrunners.org
Coaching, Simon:
coach@readingroadrunners.org
Team Captains, Sam & Phil:
teamcaptains@readingroadrunners.org
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Roadrunners on the road
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